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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Town of Canmore has experienced rapid growth in both population and commercial
development activity in recent years and, as a result, has experienced ever-increasing pressure
on its transportation infrastructure. Over the past five to ten years, numerous road network
improvements have been identified through various transportation studies, carried out either on
behalf of the Town or in support of a specific development proposal. The Town has recently
identified three specific roadway segments as requiring a preliminary functional study:
 Bow Valley Trail from Highway 1 off ramps to Ray McBride Street
 Mountain Avenue from Ray McBride Street to 17 Street
 Railway Avenue from Bow Valley Trail (south intersection) to 8 Street
The Transportation Division of D.A. Watt Consulting (DAW) was retained by the Town of
Canmore to conduct a functional planning study of these roadway sections. Bel-MK Engineering
was retained as a subconsultant, to provide “local context” support.
Specifically, this study has addressed the following scenarios/issues:
 Assessment of existing conditions, focusing primarily on access issues.
 Assessment of future access needs for undeveloped parcels.
 Evaluation of future road cross section requirements and options, with a key element
being an appropriate balance between the needs of vehicular traffic and other user
groups (pedestrians and cyclists).
Unlike a community with peak period traffic movements characterized by high volumes of
commuters going to and from work in relatively predictable patterns, the Town of Canmore’s
traffic patterns are largely driven by tourism-related activity, including traffic generated by users
of the mountain parks. Peak period traffic flows can thus be more volatile, varying significantly
by time of year, day of the week and the time of day. With the small mountain town setting,
traffic system elements on an urban-scale (e.g., wide free-flowing roadways, multiple traffic
signals along major roads, etc.) are not necessarily the most desirable solutions for addressing
current and future traffic loads. The opportunity thus exists in this setting to consider unique
solutions that may be better suited to local conditions, including, for example, situations with
limited right-of-way available.
Drawing upon the experiences of places such as mountain towns/cities in Colorado, in an
environment not unlike Canmore’s, we believe that new concepts such as “road diet” cross
sections are worthy of serious consideration in Canmore. In the “road diet” concept, road widths
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are kept to a minimum (narrower than the traditional school of thought would suggest), while still
maintaining adequate vehicular capacity and accommodating pedestrians and cyclists at a high
level of service. Another roadway design feature that is growing in popularity is the modern
roundabout. We believe that Canmore is a good candidate for implementation of at least a few
roundabouts, which work quite well with the “road diet” concept outlined above, and are costeffective ways of avoiding the use of traffic signals in many cases. Roundabouts are particularly
good for accommodating highly-variable traffic flows (e.g., seasonal fluctuations) such as are
experienced in Canmore.
The following is a summary of the review conducted for each of the three road sections under
study.

Bow Valley Trail:
 Current average daily traffic volumes (over a full year, or AADT) range from 8,000 to 10,000
vehicles per day (vpd). Summer volumes are typically 2,000 to 3,000 vpd higher than the
AADT. Vacant lands along Bow Valley Trail have the potential to generate significant
volumes of additional traffic, particularly along the south section (south of Benchlands).
Forecasts for a 30,000 population scenario are 27,000 to 35,000 vpd, which would
traditionally require at least a four-lane divided major road cross section.
 The existing two-lane roadway has a rural cross section with widening at major intersections
to accommodate turn bays. Multiple driveways serve the various developments (primarily
commercial) along Bow Valley Trail, with limited opportunity for access consolidation.
 For all sections of Bow Valley Trail reviewed in this study, we believe that a “road diet” cross
section (with only one through lane per direction) will provide the best balance between
vehicular needs and pedestrian/cyclist needs. Either a centre two-way left-turn lane
(TWLTL) or a raised centre median should divide the directions of flow. The raised median
“road diet” cross section is preferred, although this would require roundabouts at key
intersections along the corridor, to allow for adequate accessibility of the adjacent retail
developments. Ultimately, depending in part on the rate and type of development that
occurs along Bow Valley Trail, this corridor may need to be upgraded to a basic four-lane
cross section, even in sections that may start out as ‘road diet’ sections. Roundabouts
(upgraded) would still be compatible with the widened corridor.
 Bow Valley Trail has been transferred by Ministerial order to the Town of Canmore, however
the Province still owns the ROW. The final selection of cross section may need to be
reviewed with Alberta Infrastructure and Transportation staff. A key issue to be determined
through a more detailed study is whether or not this road should be upgraded from the
current rural type cross section to an urban section.
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Mountain Avenue:
 Mountain Avenue is a two-lane collector roadway, with a rural cross section. It primarily
serves existing commercial development fronting the Trans Canada Highway. Currently,
truck, bus and RV parking is often a problem in this area as there is limited space for these
large vehicles. Of particular concern is the wrong-way parking of southbound vehicles
(especially large trucks) along the narrow paved shoulder and the adjacent gravel/grassed
boulevard on the east side of Mountain Avenue.
 Conversion of Mountain Avenue to one-way southbound flow (with formal parking lanes on
each side) is a logical choice, given that a significant amount of the traffic along this road
has diverted from travelling southbound (in the local context, or eastbound towards Calgary
in the bigger picture) on the Trans Canada Highway directly onto Mountain Avenue, and
returns to the highway using an on-ramp leaving Mountain Avenue via a ramp farther south.
Unfortunately, without a public road connecting Mountain Avenue to Bow Valley Trail near
the south end of the commercial area (for the ‘return loop’ trips), the one-way operation
would have undesirable impacts on the area streets (e.g., extra traffic using 17 Street).
 We recommend keeping Mountain Avenue as a two-way road for the immediate future, with
a widening of the paved road surface to provide for one driving lane per direction, plus a
formal parking lane on each side of the road. In the future, should an opportunity arise for
the Town to acquire the property needed to construct a public road connection between
Mountain Avenue and Bow Valley Trail (in the vicinity of the TCH on-ramp or just south of it),
we recommend that the one-way option be implemented.

Railway Avenue:
 Railway Avenue is a four-lane undivided arterial roadway that provides the main link
between downtown Canmore and Bow Valley Trail. It serves a number of commercial
developments along its west side, and also has large parcels of land that will use Railway
for access. Development of these parcels could create significant additional transportation
demands that must be balanced with providing improved bicycle and pedestrian access to
Downtown.
 The current traffic volumes (AADT) on the subject section of Railway Avenue (from Bow
Valley Trail (south intersection) to 8 Street) are approximately 15,000 to 16,000 vpd, with
summer volumes being approximately 2,000 to 2,500 vpd higher. Forecast volumes for the
30,000 population level approach 40,000 vpd in the vicinity of the at-grade rail crossing just
west of Bow Valley Trail.
 Considering the circumstances outlined in the preceding points, we recommend that a
variation of the “road diet + roundabouts” concept be pursued by the Town for this section of
Railway Avenue, assuming successful outcomes for a trial roundabout and for a section of
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‘road diet’ treatment elsewhere in the Town. Specifically, the proposed cross section would
include:
 one westbound/northbound lane between the railway crossing and Main Street
 two eastbound/southbound lanes between Main Street and the rail crossing
 a relatively narrow raised centre median
 on-street accommodation for bicycles in each direction (with a shared wider curb
lane, per current Town of Canmore practice)
 The overall width of this proposed cross section would be less than or equal to the existing
paved width, and hence could fit without requiring any additional right-of-way. With the
proposed raised median, roundabouts would also be required in order to properly
accommodate movements to and from the various uses along the corridor. The final design
details will need to be established through a more detailed design exercise.
 Should the ‘road diet’ cross section be proven unfeasible for some reason, the remaining
options for Railway Avenue are limited, because of the tight right-of-way situation over part
of the studied segment’s length. Ultimate volumes could require at least a four-lane divided
cross section with very strict access control and added storage lanes at signalized
intersections. Alternatives would include a five-lane, six-lane or even a seven-lane cross
section (through lanes plus TWLTL).
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1.0

INTRODUCTION & CONCLUSIONS

1.1

Background to Study

The Town of Canmore has experienced rapid growth in population and commercial
development activity in recent years. Due to this rapid growth, the Town of Canmore has
experienced ever-increasing pressure on its transportation infrastructure. Numerous road
network improvements have been identified through a variety of transportation studies over the
past five to ten years, either on behalf of the Town or in support of a specific development
proposal. The Town has recently identified three specific roadway segments as requiring a
preliminary functional study, as follows (and as illustrated in Figure 1):
 Bow Valley Trail from Highway 1 off ramps to Ray McBride Street (3.5 km)
 Mountain Avenue from Ray McBride Street to 17 Street (1.0 km)
 Railway Avenue from Bow Valley Trail (south intersection) to 8 Street (0.5 km)
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For the purposes of this study, Highway 1, Bow Valley Trail, Railway Avenue and Mountain
Avenue are each referred to as being north-south routes throughout this report.
Each of the three subject road segments has issues with respect to increasing traffic volumes
(based on both Town growth projection, and increasing levels of tourism related to the mountain
parks) and the number/spacing/density of commercial and other driveway access points. Other
issues are related more to individual road sections and functions, such as on-street parking
issues (Mountain Avenue) and adequate accommodation of pedestrian and cyclist traffic.
D.A. Watt Consulting (DAW) was retained by the Town of Canmore to conduct a functional
planning study of the subject sections of Bow Valley Trail, Mountain Avenue and Railway
Avenue. Bel-MK Engineering was retained as a subconsultant by D.A. Watt, to provide “local
context” support wherever needed.
Specifically, this study has addressed the following scenarios/issues:
 Assessment of existing conditions, focusing primarily on access issues.
 Assessment of future access needs for undeveloped parcels.
 Evaluation of future road cross section requirements and options, with a key element
being a balance between the needs of vehicular traffic and other user groups
(pedestrians and cyclists).
We note that the available budget for this study necessitated a somewhat lower level of detail
than one might expect in a functional planning study. The current study therefore focused on
identifying issues/constraints and preferred options with respect to roadway cross sections. It is
expected that further details will be deferred until the detail design stage for each section of
roadway studied. Such details include:
 specific road right-of-way acquisition requirements where applicable
 horizontal/vertical alignment issues
 impacts of road changes on drainage requirements and/or utilities
The following section presents the key findings of the study.
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1.2

Summary & Conclusions

The following points summarize our findings, including the review of the three specific roadway
segments covered in this study:
 General Findings:
o

Unlike a community with peak period traffic movements characterized by commuters
going to and from work, the Town of Canmore’s traffic patterns are largely driven by
tourism-related activity, including traffic generated by users of the mountain parks.
Peak period traffic flows are thus more volatile, varying significantly by time of year,
day of the week and the time of day.

o

With the small mountain town setting, traffic system elements on an urban-scale
(e.g., wide free-flowing roadways, multiple traffic signals along major roads, etc.) are
not necessarily the best solutions for addressing current and future traffic loads. The
opportunity thus exists to consider unique solutions that may be better suited to local
conditions, including situations with limited right-of-way available.

o

Drawing upon the experiences of places such as mountain towns/cities in Colorado,
in an environment not unlike Canmore’s, we believe that new concepts such as “road
diet” cross sections are worthy of serious consideration in Canmore. In the “road
diet” concept, road widths are kept to a minimum, while still maintaining adequate
capacity and accommodating pedestrians and cyclists at a high level of service.

o

Another roadway design feature that is growing in popularity is the modern
roundabout. We believe that Canmore is a good candidate municipality for
implementation of at least a few roundabouts, which work quite well with the “road
diet” concept outlined above, and are cost-effective ways of avoiding the use of
traffic signals in many cases. Roundabouts are particularly good for accommodating
highly variable traffic flows such as are experienced in Canmore.

o

Before embracing the ‘road diet’ concept or roundabouts, both of which are new to
Canmore and relatively new in Canada, we recommend that trial projects be put in
place and properly evaluated over a period of at least one year (to cover all weather
conditions and tourist seasons, for example).

 Bow Valley Trail:
o

Current traffic volumes (average over a year, or AADT) on Bow Valley Trail range
from 8,000 to 10,000 vehicles per day (vpd). Summer daily volumes are typically
2,000 to 3,000 vpd higher than the annual average. Forecasts for a 30,000 Town
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population scenario (from the 2001 Transportation Plan) suggest that this road may
be carrying traffic of the order of 27,000 to 35,000 vpd.
o

The existing roadway has a two-lane (i.e., one per direction) rural cross section with
some widening at major intersections to accommodate left-turn bays. Multiple
driveways serve the various developments (primarily commercial) along Bow Valley
Trail. There is limited opportunity at this time for consolidation of access points
between adjacent properties.

o

Vacant lands along Bow Valley Trail have the potential to generate significant
volumes of additional traffic, particularly along the south section (south of
Benchlands).

o

For all sections of Bow Valley Trail reviewed in this study, we believe that a “road
diet” cross section (with only one through lane per direction) will provide the best
balance between vehicular needs and pedestrian/cyclist needs. Either a centre twoway left-turn lane (TWLTL) or a raised centre median should divide the directions of
flow. The raised median “road diet” cross section is preferred, although this would
require roundabouts at key intersections along the corridor, to allow for adequate
accessibility of the adjacent retail developments.

o

Bow Valley Trail has been transferred by Ministerial order to the Town of Canmore,
however the Province still owns the ROW. The final selection of cross section may
need to be reviewed with Alberta Infrastructure and Transportation staff. A key issue
to be determined through a more detailed study is whether or not this road should be
upgraded from the current rural type cross section to an urban section.

o

Ultimately, depending in part on the rate and type of development that occurs along
Bow Valley Trail, this corridor may need to be upgraded to a basic four-lane cross
section, even in sections that may start out as ‘road diet’ sections. Roundabouts
(upgraded) would still be compatible with the widened corridor.

 Mountain Avenue:
o

Mountain Avenue is a two-lane collector roadway, with a rural cross section. It
primarily serves existing commercial development fronting the Trans Canada
Highway.

o

Currently, truck, bus and RV parking is often a problem in this area as there is limited
space for these large vehicles. Of particular concern is the wrong-way parking of
southbound vehicles (especially large trucks) along the narrow paved shoulder and
the adjacent gravel/grassed boulevard on the east side of Mountain Avenue.

o

Conversion of Mountain Avenue to one-way southbound flow (with formal parking
lanes on each side) is a logical choice, given that a significant amount of the traffic
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along this road has diverted from travelling southbound (in the local context, or
eastbound towards Calgary in the bigger picture) on the Trans Canada Highway
directly onto Mountain Avenue, and returns to the highway using an on-ramp leaving
Mountain Avenue via a ramp farther south. Unfortunately, without a public road
connecting Mountain Avenue to Bow Valley Trail near the south end of the
commercial area (for the ‘return loop’ trips), the one-way operation would have
undesirable impacts on the area streets (e.g., extra traffic using 17 Street).
o

We recommend keeping Mountain Avenue as a two-way road for the immediate
future, with a widening of the paved road surface to provide for one driving lane per
direction, plus a formal parking lane on each side of the road.

o

In the future, should an opportunity arise for the Town to acquire the property needed
to construct a public road connection between Mountain Avenue and Bow Valley
Trail (in the vicinity of the TCH on-ramp or just south of it), we recommend that the
one-way option be implemented.

 Railway Avenue:
o

Railway Avenue is a four-lane undivided arterial roadway that provides the main link
between downtown Canmore and Bow Valley Trail. It serves a number of
commercial developments along its west side, and also has large parcels of vacant
land that will need to use Railway for access. Development of these parcels could
create significant additional transportation demands that must be balanced with
providing improved bicycle and pedestrian access to Downtown. The available rightof-way is quite limited over part of the studied segment’s length.

o

The current traffic volumes (AADT) on the subject section of Railway Avenue (from
Bow Valley Trail (south intersection) to 8 Street) are approximately 15,000 to 16,000
vpd, with summer volumes being approximately 2,000 to 2,500 vpd higher. Forecast
volumes for the 30,000 population level approach 40,000 vpd in the vicinity of the atgrade rail crossing just west of Bow Valley Trail.

o

Considering the circumstances outlined in the preceding points, we recommend that
a variation of the “road diet + roundabouts” concept be pursued by the Town for this
section of Railway Avenue, assuming successful outcomes for a trial roundabout and
for a section of ‘road diet’ treatment elsewhere in the Town. Specifically, the
proposed cross section would include:
 one westbound/northbound lane between the railway crossing and Main Street
 two eastbound/southbound lanes between Main Street and the rail crossing
 a relatively narrow raised centre median
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 on-street accommodation for bicycles in each direction (with a shared wider curb
lane, per current Town of Canmore practice)
o

The overall width of this proposed cross section would be less than or equal to the
existing paved width, and hence could fit without requiring any additional right-ofway. With the proposed raised median, roundabouts would also be required in order
to properly accommodate movements to and from the various uses along the
corridor. The final design details will need to be established through a more detailed
design exercise.

o

Should the ‘road diet’ cross section be proven unfeasible for some reason, the
remaining options for Railway Avenue are limited, because of the tight right-of-way
situation over part of the studied segment’s length. Ultimate volumes could require at
least a four-lane divided cross section with very strict access control and added
storage lanes at signalized intersections. Alternatives would include a five-lane, sixlane or even a seven-lane cross section (through lanes plus TWLTL).
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2.0

STUDY METHODOLOGY

2.1

Traditional Transportation Planning

The traditional transportation planning process in a municipal environment typically involves
establishing roadway function and traffic capacity needed to accommodate current and future
traffic volumes. An appropriate road cross-section is then selected from a standard menu of
locally-used standards, most of which would include some accommodation for pedestrians.
Many municipalities do not currently include specific accommodation for cyclists. Other factors
normally considered in selecting an appropriate road cross section include:
 available right-of-way
 site access requirements (whether or not direct site access is allowed depends on the
classification and function of the road, tempered by the requirement to provide legal
access to the public street for all land)
 drainage requirements (ditch drainage vs. curb & gutter with storm sewers)
 overhead and/or underground utility requirements
 other design/construction constraints (e.g., unusual horizontal and/or vertical geometry,
grades, sight distance issues, etc.)
 construction cost and life-cycle costs

2.2

Canmore Study Approach

From the outset of this study, the Town of Canmore has clearly indicated that a traditional
approach to roadway planning is not what they are looking for in this particular situation.
Specifically, the needs of vehicular traffic are to be treated on more even ground with the needs
of pedestrians and cyclists, and given the mountain setting, aesthetics should be factored in as
well. The underlying principle is that the Town is prepared to sacrifice some degree of vehicular
level-of-service in order to enhance the environment for other users of the roadway system,
specifically pedestrians and cyclists.
At the same time, we presume that the Town does not wish to have vehicular level-of-service
degrade to the point where the Town's street system experiences complete gridlock on a
regular basis. The ideal solution for any specific road segment, therefore, will be one that
provides sufficient basic capacity for vehicles, some flexibility to accommodate surges in traffic
flows, while still providing a high level-of-service for pedestrians and cyclists.
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2.3

Detailed Methodology

In order to complete the review of the existing situation on the subject street segments, assess
future needs, and assess appropriate treatments for study streets, DAW completed the
following:
 Multiple drive throughs and video taping of the study streets.
 Review of multiple previous studies for developments along the study streets, as
provided by the Town.
 Review of any upcoming scheduled/funded road improvements that affect the study
area.
 Review/inventory of existing directional signage related to downtown.
 Review existing driveway conditions along the three corridors, including access spacing
and density.
 Review opportunities for access consolidation, where applicable.
 Review potential access needs of undeveloped parcels of land located along the subject
roads, including assessment of potential traffic generation levels for each parcel based
on general land use assumptions.
 Develop options for road cross sections, and evaluate. Also at this stage, evaluate the
potential for use of roundabouts at intersections within the study area.
 Assess opportunities for additional signage to better direct traffic to alternative routes
into the downtown area.
From our review of this information we developed possible cross section options for the study
streets and then evaluated the options using an evaluation matrix for each road segment.
Initially, the evaluation matrices were to be based on the following key factors:
 Traffic accommodation – congestion, capacity, level-of-service, accessibility of adjacent
development
 Pedestrian accommodation (movement both along and across the different corridors
reviewed)
 Accommodation of bicycles
 Cost of construction
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As we looked at the various cross sections in more detail, it quickly became apparent that
quantitative measures such as capacity, level-of-service and construction cost would be far less
useful in this study than qualitative measures. That is, there may be several cross section
options available for a particular section of road which may or may not differ significantly in
terms of construction costs. Each option may provide sufficient basic traffic-carrying capacity,
though to varying degrees of the ‘level of service’ provided for different user groups. Each may
have a different balance between the level of service provided for vehicles and that for
pedestrians and/or cyclists (e.g., a wide, multi-lane arterial provides good capacity for vehicles,
but is not so conducive to pedestrian or cyclist use … on the other hand, a narrowed street that
provides a very pedestrian-friendly environment will likely result in some vehicular congestion at
intersections. At the same time, in comparing options, there may be significantly different
impacts on qualitative factors such as meeting local driver expectations, maintaining good
access for developments, etc. The final evaluation matrices produced thus focus primarily on
the qualitative measures.
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3.0

TRAFFIC VOLUMES ON SUBJECT ROADS

Numerous past municipal transportation planning reports and development-related traffic
studies were made available to the consultant for use in this project. The project scope did not
include any data collection to determine existing traffic volumes. It also did not include any
allowance for updating of previous traffic forecasts for longer-term scenarios or the creation of
new forecasts.
Based on changing conditions (e.g., population and/or tourism forecasts) over the past several
years, we expect that the Town will want to have more detailed reviews of traffic volumes as
part of a separate study. For example, we understand that previous Town traffic forecasts were
typically done for a 30,000 population level while some more recent traffic-related studies have
been based on a 20,000 population scenario. We expect that, at some point in time, the Town’s
overall transportation planning framework will need to be updated/re-assessed, based on
recent/current trends in population growth.
For the purposes of this study, we have reviewed and summarized the latest available counts of
'existing' traffic volumes (generally any count since 2000), on either a peak hour or daily basis.
We have also summarized any traffic forecasts that were shown in the various reports we
reviewed for this study.
The various traffic numbers reviewed are shown in Figure 2.
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4.0

NEW DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL

4.1

Analytical Approach

A key element of this study has been a review of the traffic generating potential of, and access
requirements for, a number of undeveloped land parcels with direct frontage along the three
subject roadways. The review conducted for this study does not in any way override the need
for traffic impact assessments to be done for these parcels as they come forward for
development. Instead, this study provides a general overview of development potential and
commentary regarding access issues, in order to provide the Town with some guidance when
reviewing specific applications as they come in. We also note that this study does not
necessarily reflect all potential developments within the Town that may impact the subject
roads, but rather focuses primarily on those properties with direct frontage and the associated
access requirements. A complete update of the Town’s long-range transportation plan would be
required in order to produce comprehensive forecasts of long-term traffic flows on Town roads.
We note that not all vehicles entering/exiting new developments are going to be new to the area
road system. For any commercial development, there will be a component of 'pass-by' trips ...
that is, vehicles that would be passing by the site in any event, and are attracted temporarily into
the site and then return to their original path. The specific development is not, therefore, the
primary destination for these pass-by drivers. Prime examples of land uses that exhibit high
percentages of pass-by trips include gas bars and fast food restaurants. Given the setting of
Canmore, with a significant tourism market, local hotels/motels will also attract pass-by trips
from the traffic flows already passing through the area.
Another factor that should be considered in assessing new developments in the area is
competition for consumer spending. That is, there will inevitably be some spreading out of
consumer expenditures across multiple competing land uses. For example, a new hotel built on
one of the undeveloped parcels might partially serve some new growth-related area users, but
might also attract some of its patrons away from other competing uses in the area. This
phenomenon, along with the assessment of pass-by trips, should be accounted for in the
detailed traffic impact assessments that will be needed for new developments in order to avoid
overestimating future traffic volumes on the area streets. It will also be important in these
studies to be careful not to apply growth factors to the traffic on internal Town roads while at the
same time superimposing new development traffic (i.e., the new development is part of the
growth and should not be double counted).
For the most part, undeveloped lands along the three subject roads have been assumed to be
developed in the future for general commercial uses comparable to the mixture of uses already
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experienced in this area of the Town. Unfortunately, the various types of uses that one might
expect could have significantly different trip generation characteristics. For example, a
hotel/motel will typically generate significantly less peak hour traffic than would a retail or
restaurant type of use on the same parcel of land. Therefore, for each individual parcel
reviewed, we looked at a range of traffic generation rates. Specifically each parcel was
assumed to have a typical level of site coverage, from which potential development area was
determined and then trip rates ranging from 4 to 10 vehicle trips per 1,000 ft.2 were applied.
Substitution of a different type of land use (e.g., multi-family residential development, or an
employment-based use such as office or industrial development) could result in significantly
lower traffic estimates, depending on the density. We have not specifically reviewed land
ownership and parcel size issues in this study, although these factors may impact the types of
uses attracted and hence the traffic generation levels.
A summary of the results of this exercise is illustrated in Figure 3, and discussion regarding the
development potential along each of the three studied roadways is presented in the following
sections. Discussion regarding the access requirements for the undeveloped parcels is
presented in the next major section of this report.

4.2

Bow Valley Trail

As shown in Figure 3, the majority of the undeveloped parcels along Bow Valley Trail are
located towards the south end of the study area, and on the west side. A number of smaller
vacant parcels are located on either side of Bow Valley Trail towards the north end of the study
area.
Looking first at the southern section of Bow Valley Trail, we find significant potential for new
development with very high levels of associated traffic generation (total potential of 1,200 to
3,300 vehicles per hour (vph) during the weekday afternoon peak hour). This is roughly
equivalent to 12,000 to 33,000 vehicles per day (vpd) of new development-generated traffic,
assuming that the p.m. peak hour is approximately 10% of the daily traffic (a common ratio,
though it varies from place to place). However, it is important when reviewing numbers of this
magnitude to keep in mind the previous discussion regarding the effects of pass-by trips and the
spreading out of commercial demand as the Town grows. It is also important to recognize that
the scope of the current analysis does not include producing long-range traffic forecasts on the
three subject roads that could be directly compared to forecasts presented in previous
transportation planning documents (e.g., the September 2001 Town of Canmore Transportation
Plan).
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At the north end of the study area, the new development potential is somewhat less significant,
with five parcels interspersed amongst existing developments. The total generating potential
(i.e., new development traffic) ranges from about 450 vph to almost 1,100 vph in the afternoon
peak hour (or, 4,500 to 11,000 vpd). We note that one of the parcels in this area has frontage on
both Bow Valley Trail and Mountain Avenue, thus the trip generation might be shared over the
two routes (depending on how the site is designed).

4.3

Railway Avenue

There are two relatively large undeveloped parcels of land located on Railway Avenue, one on
either side immediately west of the at-grade railway crossing. One of the parcels ― on the
north/east side of Railway Avenue ― has been identified by the Town as the site of a future
parking facility and a potential transit centre. We have not specifically established potential
traffic generation levels for the site. Traffic generation levels for parking lots are typically
established based on the land use(s) that they serve, rather than the generated trips being
ascribed directly to the parking spaces themselves. This site will need to be studied carefully
once a more specific use is determined.
On the opposite (west) side of Railway Avenue, we estimate potential new development traffic
generation of 150 to 370 vph (1,500 to 3,700 vpd) for the weekday p.m. peak hour, based on
the general commercial assumptions outlined previously.

4.4

Mountain Avenue

For the most part, the lands along the west side of Mountain Avenue are already developed.
There is one small parcel immediately north of the on-ramp to the Trans Canada Highway which
has been identified as likely supporting a new 75-room hotel, generating only about 50 vph
during a typical weekday p.m. peak hour. South of the Highway on-ramp, there is a much larger
parcel that may generate 150 to 380 vph during the weekday p.m. peak hour (or, 1,500 to 3,800
vpd). As noted previously, this site has frontage on both Bow Valley Trail and Mountain Avenue,
thus the trip generation might be shared over these two routes. Also as noted previously, a
portion of commercial trips will be drawn from traffic already passing by the site(s). This may be
particularly true of development along Mountain Avenue given the current mixture of uses and
the close proximity to the highway.
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5.0

SITE ACCESS ISSUES & NEEDS

5.1

Opportunities for Consolidation of Existing Accesses

As outlined in the following sections, we have identified a number of locations ― as shown in
Figure 4 ― where we believe that there may be an opportunity to consolidate access points for
adjacent parcels of development. In most cases, however, we cannot definitively state that
consolidation can and should occur. Some of these locations have already been identified/
flagged by the Town.
Further review of these issues is recommended at the detailed design stage, at which time the
Town would want to meet individually with the affected landowners to see whether or not an
agreement for consolidation can be reached. As well, general public meetings would be
required to select and finalize the proposed revised roadway design. We expect that most
business owners would not object to consolidated access unless they feel that it would harm
their business in some way. For example, we would not expect to see a great deal of
cooperation between the owners of two adjacent hotels, in terms of sharing access, while
having a hotel and an adjacent restaurant share access would clearly makes sense in terms of
mutually supporting each others' business operations.
The ideal time for implementation of any such consolidations would be during reconstruction of
the roadway itself, in order to minimize disruption to the affected businesses. As an alternative,
reconstruction of an access should occur as part of the development (or redevelopment) of a
site, where applicable.
5.1.1

Bow Valley Trail

There are three distinct areas along Bow Valley Trail with access consolidation potential:
 Immediately south of the Railway Avenue/Benchlands Trail intersection there are a
number of commercial developments on the west side with multiple, closely-spaced
access driveways. Some consolidation of access points has already occurred in this
section, closest to the signalized intersection. However, there is a cluster of development
with a total of four access driveways in the immediate vicinity of the Kananaskis Way
intersection that causes some concern. At this time, however, the specific combinations
of land uses on the west side do not appear to be good candidates for immediate access
consolidation. We have, therefore, highlighted this stretch of Bow Valley Trail as a good
candidate location for future access consolidation, though likely not until such time as
the lands are redeveloped. At such time, should this occur, the ideal situation would be
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to have the same group of developments served by no more than two all-turns access
points; one opposite Old Canmore Road, and one opposite Kananaskis Way.
 Just north of the Railway Avenue/Benchlands Trail intersection, there are a couple of
access points that could potentially be closed. The first is a driveway serving ‘Altitude
Sports’ that has already been flagged by the Town for closure given its very close
proximity to the signalized intersection. This site should be able to maintain access over
to William Street, through or around the adjacent site(s). Immediately north of William
Street, ‘Midway Automotive’ currently has access both to William and directly to Bow
Valley Trail. It is recommended that the Bow Valley Trail access be closed.
 Farther north, from the signalized intersection at Railway Avenue all the way to Ray
McBride Street, we recommend that the Town look for access consolidation
opportunities at such time as any new development occurs or existing sites redevelop.
5.1.2

Railway Avenue

Immediately south of the signalized Main Street intersection there are a number of commercial
developments on the west side of Railway Avenue with multiple, closely-spaced access
driveways (eight properties with 13 driveway crossings). We have highlighted this stretch of
Railway as a good candidate location for future access consolidation, though likely not until
such time as the lands are redeveloped. When/if this does occur, consideration should be given
to consolidating access on the west side and aligning access(es) with the proposed access
points to the vacant site (next to the Government of Alberta building) and the railway lands on
the opposite side of the street wherever possible.
5.1.3

Mountain Avenue

There do not appear to be any candidate locations for immediate access consolidation along
Mountain Avenue between Ray McBride Street and the on-ramp to the Trans Canada Highway.
However, we recommend that the Town look for access consolidation opportunities along this
stretch at such time as any new development occurs or as any existing sites redevelop. By
eliminating some driveways in this area, additional opportunities could be created along the
west edge of the road for proper parking of southbound vehicles.

5.2

Access Requirements for New Development

As a general rule, access driveways for new developments (e.g., to serve the undeveloped
parcels reviewed previously) should be located directly opposite either an existing access on the
opposite side of the road, or should form the opposing leg of an existing public street
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intersection. Also, whenever possible joint access opportunities to serve two adjoining
properties should be pursued by the Town when reviewing development applications.
For each area of undeveloped land reviewed in this study, we have identified logical locations
for access points as shown in Figure 4 (page 17). In each case, we have not necessarily looked
at specific land ownership boundaries or site development plans, but rather put forth our
recommendations for access locations on the basis of common sense, general traffic
engineering principles, and the locations of existing driveways and/or public street intersections.
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6.0

ROADWAY CROSS SECTION ISSUES

6.1

General Cross Section Options

A number of general cross-section options have been reviewed throughout this study, as
follows:
A. status quo ... for each roadway reviewed, this "do-nothing" option exists
B. four-lane undivided
C. four-lane divided, with raised concrete median
D. four-lane divided, with centre two-way left-turn lane (TWLTL)
E. "road diet" cross-section ... one travelled lane per direction, plus either a raised concrete
median or a TWLTL
In each of these cases except the status quo, the cross-section is assumed to include specific
treatments to accommodate cyclists in each direction, either separate marked bike lanes or
wider shared car/bike curb lanes (with the latter approach currently being preferred and
recommended in Canmore). Tables comparing the generic options are provided in Appendix A.
As a general “rule of thumb” in built-up areas, typical maximum daily traffic levels can be
established for various types of road cross sections that are considered. These maximum traffic
levels are not necessarily associated with a specific level of service (LOS) in part because the
capacity of an urban roadway is usually constricted more by the capacity (in the peak hours) of
the key intersections than by the overall roadway cross section. In areas with direct residential
frontage, the daily traffic ‘capacity’ may be established on the basis of what general levels of
traffic have typically been deemed acceptable by the area residents.
More detailed descriptions of the cross-section options considered are provided in the
applicable roadway sections that follow, as well as in detailed appended tables. For the most
part, the upper limit values quoted would represent operations in the realm of LOS D or E.
 Two-lane undivided: Typically, additional throughput capacity is recommended when
average daily volumes reach the order of 10,000 to 12,000 vpd. However, with strict
access control and provision of additional capacity at key intersections (e.g., additional
through capacity, and/or separate turn bays), sections of two-lane undivided road can
carry volumes in the 15,000 to 18,000 vpd range.
 Four-lane undivided: Depending on the degree of access control and turning
movement volumes at key intersections, a four-lane undivided road can typically
accommodate traffic levels of 15,000 to 20,000 vpd.
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 Four-lane divided, with raised median: With proper intersection spacing (e.g.,
minimum of 200 to 300 m between intersections) and midblock access controls in place
(e.g., properly spaced right-in/right-out connections only between intersections), a
divided four-lane road is traditionally capped at about 30,000 vpd although its physical
carrying capacity exceeds this figure.
 Four-lane divided, with TWLTL: While we have not found any specific traffic volume
levels/ranges directly associated with roads having a centre two-way left-turn lane
(TWLTL or 2WLTL), the Transportation Association of Canada (TAC) publication
“Geometric Design Guide for Canadian Roads” indicates the following:
o

Five lane cross sections are the most common for TWLTL usage, with three- and
seven-lane sections being less common.

o

A survey of major Canadian cities indicates successful operation of TWLTLs for
arterial roads with volumes of up to 35,000 vpd.

o

TWLTLs may be prone to improper use by drivers, particularly in jurisdictions
where few TWLTLs exist and driver unfamiliarity is a problem.

 “Road diet” cross section: The Town has provided to the consultant a copy of a
document entitled "Road Diets: Fixing the Big Roads"1 (by Dan Burden and Peter
Lagerwey). In this report, the authors focus primarily on the potential for downsizing of
roads, with typical road diet “patients” being four-lane roads carrying 12,000 to 18,000
vpd. They also document a number of actual conversions in various municipalities on
roads carrying traffic in the 20,000 to 30,000 vpd range.
Having presented the preceding information, we note that it is important to consider many
factors in addition to traffic volumes when selecting an appropriate cross section for a particular
road. It is also important to avoid applying too many different cross sections to any particular
roadway as this can lead to driver confusion. For example, along an urban arterial, a driver
would not expect to encounter a few blocks of four-lane undivided roadway with multiple
driveways and no access controls, followed by a few blocks of four-lane divided road with few
driveways or intersections, followed by a section with a two-way left-turn lane, etc. Some degree
of overall route continuity/treatment is preferred.
The scope of work for this project also required a review of the feasibility of providing modern
roundabouts at key intersections within the Town. This type of intersection treatment is
addressed in the next major section of the report. Of particular interest is the combination of a
‘road diet’ cross section (with centre median) with roundabouts at key intersections. Mid-block
left-turn movements are eliminated, replaced by right-turns and 180º roundabout movements.
1

from “Walkable Communities Inc.” March 1999
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6.2

Bow Valley Trail

6.2.1

Existing Conditions

Bow Valley Trail is one of the most important north-south roadways within the Town of
Canmore, with a mixture of development (primarily commercial, with some residential) along
much of its length. This road is the continuation of Highway 1A through the Town, and has two
direct connections to the Trans Canada Highway. For many visitors to Canmore, this road gives
them their first impressions of the town.
Bow Valley Trail currently has a two-lane paved cross-section with paved shoulders and ruraltype (ditch) drainage. Driving lanes vary from 3.5 m to 3.8 m, while shoulder widths are typically
1.4 m to 1.5 m (narrowing significantly in the vicinity of the major cross street intersections).
Separate left-and/or right-turning lanes are provided at the major intersections. Within the study
area, traffic signal control is provided on Bow Valley Trail at the Benchlands Trail/Railway
Avenue (south) and Railway Avenue (north) intersections.
6.2.2

Traffic Volumes

Current Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) volumes on Bow Valley Trail range from
approximately 8,000 vehicles per day to just over 10,000 vehicles per day. Summer daily traffic
volumes are typically 2000 to 3000 vehicles per day higher than the AADT. Future traffic
forecasts (for a 30,000 population scenario) are of the order of 27,000 to 35,000 vehicles per
day (from September 2001 Town of Canmore Transportation Plan).
6.2.3

Cross Section Options/Issues

The projected traffic volumes for Bow Valley Trail, under normal circumstances, would suggest
that a four-lane, divided cross-section would be required, with midblock access control, and with
dedicated turning lanes at major intersections. However, this type of treatment is not likely
feasible in the Canmore setting for a number of reasons:
 There is not sufficient right-of-way to build this type of cross-section over much of the
length of Bow Valley Trail.
 There are numerous commercial developments along the roadway which rely on
accessibility to attract patrons.
 This type of cross-section is not normally found in small towns such as Canmore, and
would convey an image of vehicular traffic dominating the Town's planning. Also, this
cross-section would typically have a posted speed limit and operating speed of at least
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60 km/h ... this would not be desirable from a pedestrian and cyclist safety/comfort
perspective.
What we can conclude at this stage is that the existing two-lane undivided cross section will
become more and more problematic over time as traffic volumes grow. It is prudent, therefore,
for the Town to plan for an upgrade to increase the road’s capacity.
In the report "Road Diets: Fixing the Big Roads" the authors present information suggesting that
there are better alternatives to four-lane cross sections that can provide at least as much
capacity for vehicles, while better accommodating pedestrians and cyclists. Base on the
literature reviewed, the “road diet” concept appears to have most commonly been applied in
situations where an existing roadway was felt to be overbuilt. The width or bulk of the road was
subsequently reduced … hence the “diet” concept. The same concepts can, however, be
considered as pre-emptive measures for application in situations such as Canmore’s, where
overbuilding a road as part of an upgrade is also not desirable.
Of particular interest in the “road diet” literature is a cross-section with one travelled lane per
direction, plus a centre two-way left-turn lane (TWLTL), plus on-street marked bicycle lanes.
Apparently this cross-section has been successfully applied on a number of very busy four-lane
undivided roadways, with very positive results. In many cases, there was significant opposition
to reducing the road from four travelled lanes to two, with subsequent acceptance by most
people of the benefits of the reduction.

before - > - - - - - - - - - - - - - > - - - - - - - - - - - - - > after

In our opinion, this three-lane + bike lanes "road diet" cross-section ― which is not much
different in total pavement width from a four-lane undivided roadway without bike lanes ― has
merit for application in a setting such as Canmore, if not for one significant concern. Our
concern stems from the historical lack of usage of TWLTLs in Alberta, and operational issues
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with these central turn lanes in winter climates. In order to operate effectively, a TWLTL is
normally well delineated with pavement markings and overhead signs are ideally centred
directly over the lane to help drivers position themselves when the pavement markings may be
obscured (e.g., by snow). In the Canmore setting, with a long winter driving season for example,
it is our opinion that the overhead signs would be a critical element in the successful
implementation of TWLTLs. Unfortunately, these signs would not be aesthetically pleasing in a
small town, mountain setting as they would obstruct views of the mountains.
We suggest that one option for the Town to consider would be to implement this cross-section
for at least one full year (i.e., covering all seasons) on a test section of Bow Valley Trail, without
overhead signs (roadside signage could be used instead, although the Town should look into all
possible overhead options first … the City of Brooks has numerous TWLTL sections, with
relatively unobtrusive overhead signing). Monitoring of how well (or not) this treatment operates
would provide valuable insight into its potential for application on a larger scale. The drawback
to this approach is that the experiment may fail and there may be resultant collisions.
A variation of the "road diet" concept can also be considered, with a raised centre median
(which could be landscaped, if built with sufficient width) instead of the TWLTL. In this scenario,
individual midblock driveway accesses would be restricted to right turns in and out only. Our
initial thoughts are that this scenario, if implemented without other compensating treatments,
would not likely be acceptable and would be considered as undesirable by area business
owners because of the reduced level of accessibility. However, a combination of this treatment
with roundabouts at selected locations has been found to work very well in some instances
(e.g., in Colorado), and may very well be a viable option for selected sections of Bow Valley
Trail within Canmore. This concept is discussed further in Section 7.2.1 of this report.
6.2.4

Cross Section Summary

For all sections of Bow Valley Trail reviewed in this study, we believe that the “road diet” cross
section (with only one through lane per direction) should be considered the frontrunner among
the options, and could be implemented either in the TWLTL configuration or with the raised
centre median. Diagrams of existing/suggested cross sections for Bow Valley Trail (and the
other roads) are presented in Appendix B.
As noted previously, we have some reservations about the use of TWLTLs in the Canmore
setting, as overhead lane designation signage may not be feasible. Also, flaring of the road
would be required at key intersections (e.g., at Benchlands Trail) to allow for the development of
additional through lanes in order to provide for acceptable intersection operation.
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Under the circumstances, the raised median “road diet” cross section in combination with
roundabouts at key intersections along the corridor is preferred. This configuration would allow
for adequate accessibility of the adjacent retail developments, with mid-block left-turn
movements replaced by right-turns and switchback movements using the nearest roundabout.
This configuration has been found to work well elsewhere, despite initial fears from commercial
operators.
For this particular roadway, the province has given control to the Town of Canmore through a
Ministerial decree. Even so, the final selection of cross section may need to be reviewed with
Alberta Transportation staff. A key issue is whether or not this road will be upgraded from the
current rural type cross section to an urban section.
Right now, Bow Valley Trail has a rural section with the marked/paved shoulders (varying in
width from 1.2 m to 1.5 m) serving as bike lanes (adjacent to through lanes typically that are
typically about 3.8 m wide), and a total pavement width (midblock) of approximately 10.4 m to
10.6 m. Applying the “road diet” section to this, and leaving it urban, would require a pavement
widening to accommodate the new median (min. 2.5 m wide), yielding a total width of 12.9 to
13.1 m. A wider median may be required, depending on the degree of landscaping desired by
the Town.
If switching to an urban section, the total pavement width would be a minimum of 11.1 m (2.5 m
median plus one 4.3 m shared car/bike lane per Canmore standards). Again, the median may
need to be wider, for landscaping purposes.
Ideally, the Town should select a section of Bow Valley Trail for a trial of the ‘road diet’ concept,
to ensure that it is workable in the Canmore environment. If after a trial period the “road diet”
approach is found to be unsuitable on Bow Valley Trail, then the next best option for this road
would be a four-lane undivided cross section between major intersections with flaring to a fivelane section at the major cross streets to allow for development of a separate left-turn bay.

6.3

Mountain Avenue

6.3.1

Existing Conditions

Mountain Avenue is a collector roadway, providing access to a number of commercial properties
fronting the Trans Canada Highway. A significant amount of the traffic along this road has
diverted from travelling southbound (in the local context, or eastbound towards Calgary in the
bigger picture) on the Trans Canada Highway directly onto Mountain Avenue, and returns to the
highway using an on-ramp leaving Mountain Avenue via a ramp farther south. This area is quite
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convenient as a quick stop for food and fuel services, much like a similar area around
Deadman’s Flats serves traffic going in the other direction on the Trans Canada Highway. It also
provides for relatively easy access to a concentration of lodging opportunities in this area of the
town.
Mountain Avenue is currently a two-lane, two way roadway with a rural edge treatment on the
east side (with drainage ditches) and a mixture of edge treatments (gravel shoulder, paved
shoulder, long stretches of wide open driveways) on the west side. The paved driving surface is
relatively narrow, with 3.5 m driving lanes and 0.5 m paved shoulders on each side. There
currently are no facilities along either side of this road specifically designated for pedestrians or
cyclists.
Currently, truck, bus and RV parking is often a problem in this area as there is limited space for
these large vehicles. Of particular concern is the wrong-way parking of southbound vehicles
(especially large trucks) along the narrow paved shoulder and the adjacent gravel/grassed
boulevard on the east side of Mountain Avenue (i.e., on the far side of the northbound lane). In
some cases, we expect that this on-street parking activity occurs because of a lack of sufficient
on-site parking at some of the developments along the west side of Mountain Avenue (either an
insufficient number of spaces, or, insufficient space to properly accommodate the large
vehicles). Another reason for the on-street parking is likely the convenience of being able to
make a quick “pit stop” and easily return to the Trans Canada Highway.
The cross-section improvement options reviewed attempt to address the parking needs for
larger vehicles and also to better accommodate pedestrians and bicycle users. Under the
circumstances, the on-street parking can only be accommodated in one of two ways:
 Accept the fact that on-street parking is going to occur as long as there is any physical
space in which to fit a vehicle, and provide a more accommodating road cross-section
and/or operating strategy that allows it to occur in a more orderly and safe fashion. This
approach recognizes that there may be legitimate reasons for these vehicles to park on
the street.
 Disallow the on-street parking, and actively preclude it from happening. This would entail
placing significant physical barriers (e.g., Jersey barriers) along both sides of the
roadway to physically block drivers from being able to park. This approach ignores the
potentially legitimate reasons for on-street parking, and would necessarily result in either
a loss of some business for the commercial operations along Mountain Avenue, or, force
drivers to cram into what may be insufficient on-site parking lots, or, require that new
parking supply be created.
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6.3.2

Traffic Volumes

No traffic volumes for Mountain Avenue, either current or forecast, were available in the various
documents provided to the consultant by the Town of Canmore. This is not a concern, as the
basic traffic-carrying capacity of this roadway does not appear to be the central issue for this
study. It is highly probable that the existing two-lane cross-section on this road will be more than
sufficient for many years to come, particularly if the current on-street parking concerns are
resolved.
6.3.3

Cross Section Options/Issues

In recognition of the fact that most traffic on Mountain Avenue appears to be southbound traffic
coming from and returning to the Trans Canada Highway (TCH), we initially considered a
scenario in which Mountain Avenue would be converted to a one-way southbound street. A oneway Mountain Avenue between the TCH on and off ramps would be a logical choice, and would
simplify the accommodation of traffic diverted from the TCH to access businesses along
Mountain Avenue. This scenario, however, would likely result in increased levels of traffic on
area streets (e.g., 17 Street, Bow Valley Trail), as some drivers would need to use such routes
to double back to the north (e.g., if they miss a turn-off for a particular use). The lack of a good
circulation connection between Mountain Avenue and Bow Valley Trail would also result in
some drivers short-cutting through sites which have frontage on both of these roads and an
internal connection between them.
Therefore, in order to facilitate the one-way operational scenario, a new access street extending
directly between Mountain Avenue (in the vicinity of the TCH on-ramp) and Bow Valley Trail
would be helpful. Such an access road would require that the Town purchase or expropriate a
suitable ROW which would be potentially costly and/or controversial. Implementation of oneway flow on Mountain Avenue would also necessitate a significant signage campaign, and
possibly reconfiguration of a significant number of driveways, to ensure that drivers are clearly
pointed in the right direction on the one-way section.
6.3.4

Cross Section Summary

Town staff have raised some concerns regarding the one-way operation option, primarily
because of the current lack of a clear ‘close the loop’ route for a public street between Mountain
Avenue and Bow Valley Trail for the return trip back towards the west. Therefore, we
recommend keeping Mountain Avenue as a two-way road in the short with a widening of the
paved road surface by approximately 4.4 m, to provide for one 3.7 m driving lane per direction,
plus a formal 2.5 m wide parking lane on each side of the road. We also recommend:
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 that a sidewalk (minimum 1.2 m wide) be constructed in the area between the widened
driving surface and the adjacent developments along the west side of the road, and,
 that a more detailed review of the driveways along the west side of Mountain Avenue be
undertaken to assess the feasibility of consolidation, or even just to “clean up” some of
the existing unclear/undefined conditions at certain locations by constructing discrete
driveway entrances.
In the future, should an opportunity arise for the Town to acquire the property needed to
construct a public road connection between Mountain Avenue and Bow Valley Trail (in the
vicinity of the TCH on-ramp or just south of it), we recommend that the one-way option be
implemented.

6.4

Railway Avenue

6.4.1

Existing Conditions

Railway Avenue is a 4-lane undivided arterial roadway (in a very restricted right-of-way) that
provides the main link between downtown Canmore and Bow Valley Trail. There is an at-grade
railway (CPR) crossing near (just west of) the Railway Avenue/Benchlands Trail/Bow Valley
Trail intersection. The more developed west side of Railway Avenue has a number of
commercial developments that take access directly from Railway Avenue. Pedestrian facilities
include an asphalt path along the east side and a narrow sidewalk and asphalt path along the
west side, with a total paved width (excluding sidewalks/pathways) of approximately 15.2 m.
The adjacent section of Railway Avenue (to the north, beyond Main Street) is in the process of
being upgraded to improve traffic flow and pedestrian accommodation with the addition of
signalization, pedestrian crossings and sidewalks. We understand that current plans are to
widen this section of roadway in 2007 to install a centre median with left-turn lanes at the major
intersections.
As discussed previously, there are two large vacant parcels of property to be developed along
Railway Avenue, one on either side just past (west/north of) the rail crossing. Development of
these properties (including an anticipated future parking facility to be located behind the Alberta
Government building) could create significant additional transportation demands that must be
balanced with providing improved bicycle and pedestrian access to Downtown.
The options presented in the following section attempt to address the issues and needs of
Railway Avenue.
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6.4.2

Traffic Volumes

The current traffic volumes (AADT) on the subject section of Railway Avenue are approximately
15,000 to 16,000 vpd, with summer volumes being approximately 2,000 to 2,500 vpd higher.
Forecast volumes for the 30,000 population level (from the August 2001 Transportation Master
Plan) approach 40,000 vpd in the vicinity of the at-grade rail crossing. A somewhat lower longrange volume is shown in the reports produced for the Spring Creek Mountain Village (SCMV)
development. Neither the 2001 study nor the SCMV study appear to have employed in-depth
traffic forecasting methods (e.g., no modelling was done), thus comparisons between the two
results may not be meaningful.
6.4.3

Cross Section Options/Issues

Should the traffic volumes on this piece of Railway Avenue ever get even close to the 35,000 to
40,000 vpd level projected in the 2001 Master Plan, there will be significant traffic congestion
problems in this area during peak periods if the existing four-lane undivided cross section
remains (under normal circumstances, in an urban environment, volumes of this magnitude
would generally warrant at least a four-lane divided cross section with access control, or even a
six-lane section). Combining this degree of traffic with the effects of the at-grade rail crossing
would only make matters worse. A key factor to remember with this section of Railway Avenue
is the very limited right-of-way available (20.1 m), effectively limiting or even eliminating some of
the options for widening the existing road. While the Town owns some vacant land next to the
Government of Alberta building (i.e., Railway Avenue could be widened between the
government building and the railway crossing), there is likely option available for widening the
right-of-way across the frontage of the government site.
Forgetting for the moment the existence of the at-grade railway crossing, the subject section of
Railway Avenue ― from Bow Valley Trail to Main Street ― would be a good candidate for the
“road diet” treatment outlined in Section 6.2.3. Options would include the layout with the centre
TWLTL, or, with the raised centre median and roundabouts at either end of the section.
Getting back to reality, the railway crossing plays an important role in selecting a cross section
for Railway Avenue. In both of the “road diet” options discussed, there would be only one
through lane in each direction along Railway. At times when the rail crossing is occupied,
particularly when occupied by a very long train, the queues that would build up to the west/north
from the crossing would be significant and would likely stretch back to (and negatively affect the
operations of) the signalized intersection at Main Street. Therefore, having two lanes on the
southbound/eastbound approach to the level rail crossing is a must, in our opinion.
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6.4.4

Cross Section Summary

Considering the circumstances outlined in the preceding sections, we recommend that a
variation of the “road diet + roundabouts” concept be pursued by the Town for this section of
Railway Avenue, assuming successful outcomes for a trial roundabout and for a section of ‘road
diet’ treatment elsewhere. Specifically, the proposed cross section would include:
 one westbound/northbound lane between the railway crossing and Main Street
 two eastbound/southbound lanes between Main Street and the rail crossing
 a relatively narrow raised centre median
 on-street accommodation for bicycles in each direction (with a shared wider curb lane,
per current Town of Canmore practice)
The overall width of this proposed cross section would be less than or equal to the existing
paved width, and hence could fit without requiring any additional right-of-way. With the proposed
raised median, roundabouts would also be required in order to properly accommodate
movements to and from the various uses along the corridor. The final design details will need to
be established through a more detailed design exercise.
Should the ‘road diet’ cross section be proven unfeasible for some reason, the remaining
options for Railway Avenue are limited, because of the tight right-of-way situation over part of
the studied segment’s length. Ultimate volumes could require at least a four-lane divided cross
section with very strict access control and added storage lanes at signalized intersections.
Alternatives would include a five-lane, six-lane or even a seven-lane cross section (through
lanes plus TWLTL).
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7.0

INTERSECTION TREATMENT OPTIONS

7.1

Conventional Control

All intersections within the study area currently operate with some conventional form of traffic
control. Minor street intersections with a major road are typically STOP or YIELD sign
controlled (with some ‘all-way stop’ junctions), while intersections of major streets with major
streets typically operate under traffic signal control. In both cases, the basic types of traffic
control currently used in the Town are familiar to all drivers, including tourists.
Given the nature of the Town of Canmore and its traffic patterns, there are some disadvantages
to certain types of conventional traffic control. Specifically, signalized control of intersections
does not provide sufficient flexibility to accommodate fluctuations in demand such as may occur
in an environment like this. In a commuter-based traffic situation, such as would be
experienced in larger municipalities such as Calgary, patterns of a.m. and p.m. peak hour traffic
flows are fairly predictable. In a small-town setting, with traffic flows that may fluctuate
significantly based on unpredictable factors such as the weather and tourism activity, signalized
control may not be the most efficient system without sophisticated monitoring and detection
capabilities to vary the signal timings and/or phasing plans when required. We understand that
the signalized intersections within the Town are fully actuated and hence can respond to varying
traffic conditions to some extent. However, we assume that there are still some limitations in
terms of the degree to which phasing plans can be changed or how much green time can be
reassigned to busy approaches.
Other drawbacks to signalized control include the life-cycle costs (of installing, operating and
maintaining the traffic signal equipment over its lifespan), the vulnerability to power outages,
and the potentially long lead times for ordering replacement equipment (e.g., for repair following
a collision with a signal pole or controller, unless the Town maintains an inventory of ‘spare
parts’).

7.2

Roundabouts

7.2.1

Roundabout Basics

The scope of work for this study included a requirement to review the feasibility of implementing
roundabouts at certain intersections within the study area. Modern roundabouts are making a
comeback in many locations, as they offer a number of distinct benefits over signalized control
of intersections. Some of these benefits include:
 improved level-of-service (no lost time associated with phase changes at traffic signals)
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 significant reduction in the number of conflict points at a junction, with an associated
reduction in the frequency of certain types of collisions, and reductions in the severity of
collisions
 relatively low life-cycle costs in the long run, compared to traffic signals
 ability to accommodate fluctuations in traffic demands (i.e., no signal timings to adjust)
 ability to accommodate more than four approaches
 roundabouts tend to encourage slower speeds
 improved mobility for pedestrians and cyclists
 with landscaping, roundabouts can be quite attractive, and the centre circle provides
opportunities for placement of community “gateway” type treatments
Some drawbacks associated with roundabouts include:
 increased land requirements, compared to a conventional signalized intersection
 increased capital cost for construction
 many drivers are unfamiliar with roundabout operation (primarily North American drivers,
as visitors/tourists from the U.K., Europe, etc. may be quite familiar with roundabouts) …
we understand, however, that studies have shown that drivers adapt quickly to well
signed modern roundabouts
7.2.2

Roundabouts for Canmore?

In order to gain a better understanding of the possible applications
for roundabouts in Canmore, we recently met with a transportation
engineer ― Mr. Stephen Sargeant, P.Eng., PTOE ― who has
significant experience with roundabouts. He recently worked for
the City of Calgary (until mid-August 2005, when he moved to
Kingston, Ontario), and also previously worked for a consulting
firm in Colorado where a number of modern roundabouts have
been constructed in recent years. The Colorado roundabout
installations have been very successful, in an environment with
winter conditions comparable to what is experienced in Canmore
(at least in terms of snowfall, if not the temperature extremes).
The picture to the right shows a section of Golden Road, to the
south and east of downtown Golden Colorado. Roundabouts were
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installed in 1999 on a roadway very similar to Bow Valley Trail in terms of traffic volumes and
access issues, and were generally well accepted despite significant initial concerns. Based on
our review of published information regarding new roundabouts in Colorado and elsewhere, and
our discussions with Mr. Sargeant, we believe that there are some locations in the study
area that may be prime candidates for roundabout installations.
We note that roundabouts with one leg having an at-grade railway crossing are feasible,
although the design would be somewhat more complex, with some elements of traffic signal
control likely required to control the movement of vehicles onto the leg with the railway crossing
during times when the crossing is occupied by a train (this would of course increase the cost of
construction of the roundabout). Having a rail line pass completely through the roundabout (i.e.,
through the centre circle) would also be possible, but would also represent a very complex
situation to design.
For areas with significant numbers of commercial developments along a corridor (e.g., Bow
Valley Trail), Mr. Sargeant indicated that there are a number of benefits to be gained from
utilizing a combination of roundabouts at selected locations with a "road diet" cross section in
between. Specifically, he suggested a cross section with one through lane per direction, plus
on-street bike lanes, with a raised centre median limiting all driveway connections to right turns
in and out only. Drivers wishing to turn left into a commercial establishment instead proceed to
the next downstream roundabout, travel around the circle and approach the site from the
opposite direction and make a right turn in. Similarly, drivers wishing to make a left turn out of a
commercial driveway would instead make a right turn out, travel to the next roundabout
downstream, go around the circle and carry on in the originally intended direction.
Mr. Sargeant referred to one application (in Colorado) of this combined roundabout and “road
diet” situation in which area businesses were initially apprehensive about the loss of left-turn
movements but were subsequently quite pleased with the results. In this specific situation, the
original design maintained midblock left turns in and out for a particular fast food restaurant.
Shortly after construction, the owners of the restaurant requested that the median opening be
closed. Photos of various U.S. roundabouts are in Appendix C, including Colorado examples.
7.2.3

Suitability of Locations for Roundabout Installation

A conceptual arrangement of roundabouts is illustrated in Figure 5. This particular sketch
shows a significant number of potential roundabouts within the study area, and a roundabout
enthusiast might suggest that all intersections are good candidates for construction of a
roundabout. We are certainly not advocating at this time a wholesale conversion of Canmore
intersections to roundabouts. The purpose of the illustration is to show those intersections in the
study which may be good candidates.
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A scenario with fewer roundabouts could certainly be considered, and a staging plan for
implementing new roundabouts over a period of time should also be established. Options in this
regard would include starting off with only one or two minor roundabouts (in terms of the traffic
flows to be served), on a trial basis, to allow area drivers and regular visitors to become
accustomed to their operation, with other roundabouts then to be constructed in later years
assuming positive feedback on the initial/trial locations.
It seems reasonable that a municipality considering the installation of a first roundabout should
consider a number of factors:
 Is the location ‘high profile’ or not? We would not recommend that the Town of Canmore
install a trial roundabout at, for example, the Bow Valley Trail / Benchlands Trail junction.
This is a major focal point for the town, with a high concentration of traffic on all legs of
the intersection. Construction of a roundabout on a trial basis would be very disruptive at
a location such as this. However, if roundabouts are proven effective in the Canmore
setting, Bow Valley Trail / Benchlands Trail would be a very good spot for a well
designed and attractive roundabout.
 Is adequate land available for the roundabout, without significant impacts on adjacent
properties (particularly adjacent businesses)? Land and business impacts are less likely
to be significant concerns in less built-up areas.
 Will the location require a unique roundabout design? For example, are there severelyskewed approaches or other complicating factors such as railway tracks within or
adjacent to the roundabout location? The Town will want the trial roundabout to be a
fairly straightforward design, so that people can more readily understand the operation.
 Is the location somewhere with an imminent need for signalization? In many cases, a
roundabout can be used in place of signals, with reduced operating and life cycle costs.
 Is the location a ‘high collision’ junction? A roundabout can help to reduce the frequency
and severity of many types of collisions by reducing speeds and minimizing conflict
points.
On the basis of these considerations (primarily the first three points), we identified two candidate
locations for trial roundabouts, as follows:
 Bow Valley Trail / Montane Road / Spring Creek Mountain Village (SCMV) access
 Bow Valley Trail / Ray McBride Street
With the impending addition of a fourth intersection leg, to serve the new SCMV development
(the redevelopment of the Restwell Trailer Park), the first of these locations seems the ideal
place to implement a trial roundabout. The Town will get the ability to study how a roundabout
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works in the Canmore environment, with the construction costs for the roundabout picked up by
an adjacent developer.
Allowing a trial roundabout to operate for a minimum of one year ― to cover all four seasons,
and all different types of visitors ― would provide the Town with an opportunity to evaluate the
degree of acceptance of roundabouts within a relatively ‘low pressure’ area before considering
roundabouts in any more intensely developed areas. If there is some sense that it may be
necessary to remove the trial roundabout (i.e., that the public will simply not accept the new
operation) then there are ways it can be constructed so as to minimize the throw-away costs (it
would not look as nice, as there would be pre-cast concrete barriers used in various places that
would otherwise be more permanent, and there would not be much emphasis on landscaping).
Monitoring of the trial roundabout location should include, as a minimum:
 During the trial period, traffic volumes should be recounted on a regular basis to assess
shifts in traffic flows (e.g., do the volumes show a steady decline after implementation,
suggesting that people may be avoiding the area?).
 Occasional surveys of delays encountered by users of the roundabout should also be
carried out. This information will allow any future analysis of roundabout operations to be
‘customized’ to match Canmore conditions.
 Collisions in the vicinity of the roundabout-controlled intersection should be carefully
tracked during the trial period.
 Public feedback about the roundabout should be sought at least once during the trial
period.
A more detailed assessment of the Bow Valley Trail / Montane Road / Spring Creek Mountain
Village access junction as a trial roundabout location has been prepared on behalf of the Town
of Canmore (ref. November 4, 2005, memorandum submitted by D.A. Watt Consulting).
A trial combination of roundabouts and the “road diet” divided cross section (i.e., with a raised
median) should also be considered, though this would require a minimum of two roundabouts.
One potential (somewhat ‘low key’) candidate/test section would be as follows:
 roundabout at Bow Valley Trail/Montane Road/SCMV access
 roundabout at Bow Valley Trail/water treatment plant access road (assuming some
future development will create a fourth leg to this intersection)
 Bow Valley Trail between these locations converted to the new cross section.
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7.2.4

Other Roundabout Considerations

As a final note regarding roundabouts
in the Canmore environment, there
may be questions regarding the
accommodation of pedestrian and
cyclist needs. In this regard, we
present in Figure 6 a photo of a
roundabout that illustrates these
issues.
If properly designed, roundabouts are
very ‘pedestrian friendly’ junctions,
with clearly visible crossing locations,
pedestrian ‘refuge’ opportunities within
the splitter island area, and short
crossing distances compared to most
signalized intersections.

FIGURE 6:

ROUNDABOUT EXAMPLE

Dedicated on-street bicycle lanes are typically not carried through the travelled part of the
roundabout, but rather are linked with a sidewalk/path on each approach just ahead of the
roundabout as illustrated in. In this case, the cyclist should dismount and cross any subsequent
legs of the roundabout as a pedestrian. A cyclist can also make the choice to remain on the
paved part of the circle and move through the circle like any other vehicle. Both the ‘dismountand-then-walk’ and ‘travel-the-circle-with-the-traffic’ options would also be available to the cyclist
in a scenario with shared vehicle/bicycle lanes on the roadways
7.2.5

Specific Intersection/Roundabout Issues

Some of the locations shown previously in Figure 5 as potential roundabout candidates have
certain issues associated with them that warrant further discussion. The following points
summarise these issues:
 Bow Valley Trail/Benchlands Trail/Railway Avenue:
The key issues at this location relate to the high traffic volumes, the proximity to the
railway crossing, and the presence of various developments adjacent to the intersection.
A relatively large roundabout diameter may be required, although this detail would
require further investigation. It may be necessary to install some form of signal control on
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the west (Railway Avenue) leg of the roundabout, in order to control traffic flows while
the railway crossing is occupied. Some movements through the roundabout could
potentially be allowed to continue moving through, even with the train crossing occupied,
depending of course on the site-specific layout.
 Bow Valley Trail/17 Street:
Throughout the study, we have sketched a number of options for a roundabout in this
location, and the proximity to the railway crossing is a significant concern, combined with
the multiple streets leading into the area (the roundabout could have up to seven legs,
plus the railway crossing, if it was stretched out far enough to the west). We believe that
a roundabout may still be a feasible solution here, although the size may need to be
limited to avoid interaction with the railway line. An oval variation of a roundabout,
sometimes referred to as an "egg-about" may be feasible in this location. Also, special
consideration may need to be given to the residential frontage road (2 Avenue), with one
option being to close (cul de sac) the connection of this road to 17 Street.
 Railway Avenue/Main Street:
The primary issues at this location relate to the need to maintain adequate access for
adjacent developments. The available right of way is limited, and there are development
driveways in close proximity to the current signalised intersection.
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8.0

DOWNTOWN-RELATED DIRECTIONAL SIGNAGE

Existing directional (“wayfinding”) signage related to downtown-bound traffic is somewhat
limited, and this may be a contributing factor in the significant differences between traffic
volumes on Main Street and on 10 Street. The Town would like to see the pressure relieved on
Main Street by making drivers more aware of the availability of 10 Street as an alternative.
This aspect of the current study is not meant to represent an exhaustive signage review.
Instead, we provide some general guidelines with respect to downtown signage.
There are two levels of downtown-related signage that should be considered:
 General signs directing drivers towards the downtown. These signs should be placed on
key entrance routes such that drivers entering the downtown from various directions are
informed with respect to accessing the downtown. Specific locations would include:
o

northbound on Bow Valley Trail (Highway 1A) just north of the Highway 1
interchange

o

northbound on Bow Valley Trail just before Benchlands Trail

o

southbound on Bow Valley Trail just south of the Highway 1 interchange

o

southbound on Bow Valley Trail just before the 17 Street intersection

o

westbound on Benchlands Trail approaching Bow Valley Trail intersection

 Directional signs specifically illustrating the two key routes into the downtown. These
signs that should include a pictorial representation of the two routes into the downtown,
and should be placed as follows:
o

northbound on Railway Avenue approaching Main Street

o

southbound on Railway Avenue approaching 10 Street

These types of directional signs can either be a standard white lettering on green background
format, or could be designed to follow a specific overall signage scheme for the Town, if one
exists.
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APPENDIX A:
Cross Section Comparison Tables

Bow Valley Trail/Mountain Avenue/Railway Avenue
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Bow Valley Trail Cross-Section Options
(Note BVT is assumed to run north-south)

Table 1: Potential Roadway Cross-section Options
Option
A
B
C1

C2

D1

D2

E1

E2

Status Quo

Description
Do nothing – leave roadway cross-section as currently
exists
Widen roadway to four-lane cross section within available
ROW

4-lane, undivided cross section
with outside bike lanes
4-lane divided cross-section (with
Widen roadway to a four-lane cross section with a physical
median) and dedicated left-turn
median in the center of the road to separate traffic
bays, with outside bike lanes
4-lane divided cross-section (with
This is the same option as C1 except that there would be a
median) and dedicated left-turn
service road running parallel to Bow Valley Trail to provide
bays with outside bike lanes and
additional access options for the land parcels
a service road parallel to Bow
(no parking on service road)
Valley Trail
4-lane cross-section with two-way
Widen roadway to four-lane cross section and build an
left-turn lanes and outside bike
additional lane to provide for two-way left-turn lanes along
lanes
Bow Valley Trail
4-lane cross-section with two-way
This is the same option as above except that there would
left-turn lanes, outside bike lanes
be a service road running parallel to Bow Valley Trail to
and a service road parallel to Bow
provide additional access options for the land parcels
Valley Trail
(no parking on service road)
Road Diet: 2-lane cross-section
Widen roadway to provide for an additional lane for twowith two-way left-turn lane and
way left-turn lane along Bow Valley Trail.
outside bike lanes
Road Diet – 2 lane cross-section
Widen roadway and add centre median along length of
with centre median and outside
road
bike lanes

Pavement Width
Requirement
10.6 m
18.4 m
23.8 m

34.2 m

22.8 m

33.2 m

15.4 m

minimum 13.5 m

Bow Valley Trail Cross-Section Options Contd.

From Highway 1 to Montane Road (current ROW is approximately 30 m)
Table 2: Comparison of Cross-Section Options – Highway 1 to Montane Road
Option

Description

Pros

A

Status Quo – (2 lane
undivided)

B

4-lane, undivided cross
section with outside
bike lanes


 Additional lanes provide
additional capacity
especially for turning
vehicles

C1

4-lane divided crosssection (with median)
and dedicated left-turn
bays, with outside bike
lanes


 The median will separate
traffic and provide a refuge
for pedestrians crossing the
road

 Removes turning traffic from
the through lane


 Provides Two-way traffic

Cons

 Will not serve the needs of future expected traffic
growth and access management needs on the roadway

 Pedestrian and cyclists needs are not sufficiently met

 Does not reflect the potential access needs of the land
parcels.

 However, may still not be sufficient for future traffic
needs especially for turning traffic that may block
through traffic compared to dedicated turn lanes

 Because of the variation in the ROW on the west side,
some of the parcel sizes and access roads will be
shorter and may not allow for enough queuing and
stacking distance (especially for large trucks) for
vehicles making left-turns into the sites

 Not enough distance between accesses proposed to
allow for adequate back to back turns therefore median
option with dedicated left-turn lanes will not be very
feasible unless access restricted to mid-block or
minimum spacing
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C2

D1

4-lane divided crosssection (with median)
and dedicated left-turn
bays with outside bike
lanes and a service
road parallel to Bow
Valley Trail

4-lane cross-section
with two-way left-turn
lanes and outside bike
lanes


 All the above pros for C1
apply except the additional
pro is that access to the
sites will be from the service
road

 To address the
queuing/stacking issue the
service road could be
placed adjacent to the CPR
PL

 The service road does allow
for on-street parking

 Parcels could possibly have
more access points off the
service road


 The Town will be required to purchase more land from
the owners because additional ROW will be required to
accommodate service road

 The amount of land required for the service road is
substantial varying at 7.4 m for two way without parking.

 Parcels will not have direct access from BVT on the
west side

 A service road was not considered for the east side
because of the location of existing development.
Therefore, the east and west sides of BVT will not be
consistent because there will be a service road on oneside and not the other

 On street parking on service road may detract from the
appearance of the town entrance


 Removes left-turning traffic
from the path of through
traffic


 Can be confusing for inexperienced drivers and conflicts
can occur

 The opposing traffic flow is not separated as with a
raised median

 Pedestrians required to cross a wide roadway without a
centre refuge area.

 Usually requires overhead signage to delineate two-way
left-turn lane

Bow Valley Trail Cross-Section Options Contd.

D2

4-lane cross-section
with two-way left-turn
lanes, outside bike
lanes and a service
road parallel to Bow
Valley Trail

E1

Road Diet: 2-lane
cross-section with twoway left-turn lanes and
outside bike lanes

E2

Road Diet – 2 lane
cross-section with
centre median and
outside bike lanes


 All the above pros for D1
apply except the additional
pro is that access to the
sites will be from the
service road

 Parking can be provided for
on-street (service road)

 Parcels could possibly
have more access points
off the service road thereby
allowing for smaller parcel
development than shown

 Minimum required
pavement width and
corresponding ROW

 Accommodates all turns
access along Bow Valley
Trail

 Turning Vehicles are
removed from the path of
through traffic

 Limits site accesses to rightin/right-out

 The median will separate
traffic and provide a refuge
for pedestrians crossing the
road


 All the above cons for D1 apply except for the
stacking/queuing issue

 The Town will be required to purchase more land from
the owners to build the service road.

 The amount of land required for the service road is
substantial at 7.4 m for two way without parking.

 Parcels will not have direct access from BVT on the
west side

 On street parking on service road may detract from the
appearance of the town entrance


 May be confusing for inexperienced drivers

 Usually requires overhead signage

 Pedestrians will be required to cross a slightly wider
street than currently exists


 Works with roundabout at intersections only

Bow Valley Trail Cross-Section Options Contd.

From Montane Road to Benchlands Trail (approximately 30 m ROW)
Table 3: Comparison of Cross-Section Options – Montane Road to Benchlands Trail
Option

A

Description

Status Quo

B

4-lane, undivided cross section
with outside bike lanes

C1

4-lane divided cross-section
(with median) and dedicated
left-turn bays, with outside bike
lanes

C2

4-lane divided cross-section
(with median) and dedicated
left-turn bays with outside bike
lanes and a service road
parallel to Bow Valley Trail

Pros

 Does not remove
existing access from
any properties on the
west side

 Does not hinder access
into west side properties

 Roadway will be better
able to handle future
traffic volumes.

 Turning movements
removed from through
traffic

 Refuge for pedestrians
crossing

 Opposing traffic will be
separated


 Not applicable

Cons

 No consistent spacing of accesses from
the east to west side

 Accesses on west side are too close
together

 Not enough capacity for traffic

 Turning movements will be from through
lanes and will decrease the LOS of the
road compared to dedicated turning lane
options below


 Will block all turn access to some
properties


 Not applicable because the west PL varies
from 15 m to 30 m from the CPR tracks
and therefore a service road is not
feasible on the west side.

 A service road was not examined as an
option for the east side as development
has already occurred
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D1

4-lane cross-section with twoway left-turn lanes and outside
bike lanes

D2

4-lane cross-section with twoway left-turn lanes, outside
bike lanes and a service road
parallel to Bow Valley Trail

E1

Road Diet: 2-lane cross-section
with two-way left-turn lanes
and outside bike lanes

E2

Road Diet – 2 lane crosssection with centre median and
outside bike lanes


 Removes left-turning
traffic from the path of
through traffic


 Not applicable

 The required pavement
width and
corresponding ROW is
the least of all the
options

 Accommodates all
turns access along
Bow Valley Trail

 Turning Vehicles are
removed from the path
of through traffic

 Limits site accesses to
right-in/right-out

 Median will separate
traffic and provide a
refuge for pedestrians


 Can be confusing for inexperienced
drivers and conflicts can occur

 Not suitable for high volume driveways

 The opposing traffic flow is not separated
as with a raised median

 Pedestrians required to cross a wide
roadway without a centre refuge area

 Usually overhead signage required

 Same reasons as for C2


 May be confusing for inexperienced
drivers

 Usually requires overhead signage to
delineate two-way left-turn lane

 Pedestrians will be required to cross a
slightly wider street than currently exists


 Works with roundabout at intersections
only

Bow Valley Trail Cross-Section Options Contd.

From Benchlands Trail to Hospital Place (current ROW is approximately 30 m)
Table 4: Comparison of Cross-Section Options – Benchlands Trail to Hospital Place
Option

Description

A

Status Quo – (2 lane
undivided)

B

4-lane, undivided cross
section with outside bike
lanes

C1

C2

4-lane divided crosssection (with median)
and dedicated left-turn
bays, with outside bike
lanes
4-lane divided crosssection (with median)
and dedicated left-turn
bays with outside bike
lanes and a service road
parallel to Bow Valley
Trail

Pros

Cons


 Does not take away existing access
from any properties


 Does not provide
pedestrian refuge (i.e.:
wide roadway to cross)


 Does not take away existing access
into adjacent properties


 Turning vehicles may
obstruct through traffic

 Opposing traffic is not
separated

 May block all turns access
to some properties

 More ROW is required and
may not be possible


 Turning movements removed from
through traffic

 Refuge for pedestrians crossing

 Opposing traffic is separated

 Not applicable


 Not examined as an option
because businesses are
well established and there
is not room to build service
road

Bow Valley Trail Cross-Section Options Contd.


 Removes left-turning traffic from the
path of through traffic

D1

4-lane cross-section with
two-way left-turn lanes
and outside bike lanes

D2

4-lane cross-section with
two-way left-turn lanes,
outside bike lanes and a
service road parallel to
Bow Valley Trail

E1

E2

Road Diet: 2-lane crosssection with two-way
left-turn lanes and
outside bike lanes

Road Diet – 2 lane crosssection with centre
median and outside bike
lanes


 Not applicable


 The required pavement width and
corresponding ROW is the least of all
the options

 Accommodates all turns access along
Bow Valley Trail

 Turning Vehicles are removed from the
path of through traffic

 Limits site accesses to right-in/right-out

 Median will separate traffic and provide
a refuge for pedestrians


 Can be confusing for
inexperienced drivers and
conflicts can occur

 Not suitable for high
volume driveways

 The opposing traffic flow is
not separated as with a
raised median

 Pedestrians required to
cross a wide roadway
without a centre refuge
area

 Usually requires overhead
signage for lane
delineation

 Not examined as an option
because businesses are
well established and there
is not room to build service
road

 May be confusing for
inexperienced drivers

 Usually requires overhead
signage

 Pedestrians will be
required to cross a slightly
wider street than currently
exists

 Works with roundabout at
intersections only

Bow Valley Trail Cross-Section Options Contd.

From Hospital Place to 17 Street (current ROW is approximately 30.4 m)
Table 5: Comparison of Cross-Section Options – Hospital Place to 17 Street
Option

Description

A

Status Quo – (2 lane undivided)

B

4-lane, undivided cross section
with outside bike lanes

C1

4-lane divided cross-section (with
median) and dedicated left-turn
bays, with outside bike lanes

C2

4-lane divided cross-section (with
median) and dedicated left-turn
bays with outside bike lanes and a
service road parallel to Bow Valley
Trail

Pros

 Does not take away
existing access from
any properties

 Does not take away
existing access from
properties

 Turning movements
removed from through
traffic

 Refuge for pedestrians
crossing

 Opposing traffic is
separated


 Not applicable

Cons

 Does not provide
pedestrian refuge (i.e.:
wide roadway to cross)

 Unrestricted left turns
reduce capacity of
through lane

 May block all turns
access to some
properties

 Not examined as an
option because
businesses are well
established and there is
not room to build service
road
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D1

4-lane cross-section with two-way
left-turn lanes and outside bike
lanes

D2

4-lane cross-section with two-way
left-turn lanes, outside bike lanes
and a service road parallel to Bow
Valley Trail

E1

Road Diet: 2-lane cross-section
with two-way left-turn lanes and
outside bike lanes


 Removes left-turning
traffic from the path of
through traffic

 Utilizes less ROW than
that required for a fourlane cross section with
a median


 Not applicable


 The required pavement
width and
corresponding ROW is
the least of all the
options

 Accommodates all
turns access along
Bow Valley Trail

 Turning Vehicles are
removed from the path
of through traffic


 Can be confusing for
inexperienced drivers
and conflicts can occur

 Not suitable for high
volume driveways

 The opposing traffic flow
is not separated as with a
raised median

 Pedestrians required to
cross a wide roadway
without a centre refuge
area

 Usually requires
overhead signage

 Not examined as an
option because
businesses are well
established and there is
not room to build service
road

 May be confusing for
inexperienced drivers

 Usually requires
overhead signage

 Pedestrians will be
required to cross a
slightly wider street than
currently exists

Bow Valley Trail Cross-Section Options Contd.

E2

Road Diet – 2 lane cross-section
with centre median and outside
bike lanes


 Limits site accesses to
right-in/right-out

 Median will separate
traffic and provide a
refuge for pedestrians


 Works with roundabout at
intersections only

Bow Valley Trail Cross-Section Options Contd.

From 17 Street to Ray McBride Street (current ROW is approximately 30 m)
Table 6: Comparison of Cross-Section Options –17 Street to Ray McBride Street
Option

Description

Pros

Cons

A

Status Quo – (2 lane
undivided)


 Does not take away
existing access
from any properties


 Does not provide
pedestrian refuge (i.e.:
wide roadway to cross)

B

4-lane, undivided cross
section with outside bike
lanes


 Does not provide
pedestrian refuge (i.e.:
wide roadway to cross)

 May block all turns
access to some
properties

C1

4-lane divided crosssection (with median) and
dedicated left-turn bays,
with outside bike lanes

C2

4-lane divided crosssection (with median) and
dedicated left-turn bays
with outside bike lanes and
a service road parallel to
Bow Valley Trail


 Does not take away
existing access
from any properties

 Turning movements
removed from
through traffic

 Refuge for
pedestrians
crossing

 Opposing traffic is
separated

 Not applicable


 Not examined as an
option because
businesses are well
established and there is
not room to build service
road
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D1

4-lane cross-section with
two-way left-turn lanes and
outside bike lanes

D2

4-lane cross-section with
two-way left-turn lanes,
outside bike lanes and a
service road parallel to
Bow Valley Trail

E1

Road Diet: 2-lane crosssection with two-way leftturn lanes and outside bike
lanes


 Removes leftturning traffic from
the path of through
traffic

 Utilizes less ROW
than that required
for a four-lane cross
section with a
median


 Not applicable


 The required
pavement width
and corresponding
ROW is the least of
all the options

 Accommodates all
turns access along
Bow Valley Trail

 Turning Vehicles
are removed from
the path of through
traffic


 Can be confusing for
inexperienced drivers
and conflicts can occur

 Not suitable for high
volume driveways

 The opposing traffic flow
is not separated as with
a raised median

 Pedestrians required to
cross a wide roadway
without a centre refuge
area

 Not examined as an
option because
businesses are well
established and there is
not room to build service
road

 May be confusing for
inexperienced drivers

 Usually requires
overhead signage for
lane delineation

 Pedestrians will be
required to cross a
slightly wider street than
currently exists
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E2

Road Diet – 2 lane crosssection with centre median
and outside bike lanes


 Limits site access to
right-in/right-out

 Median will
separate traffic and
provide a refuge for
pedestrians


 Works with roundabout
at intersections only

Mountain Avenue Options for Roadway Improvement (current ROW is approximately 20.1m)
Option

Description

A1

Status Quo – Do not change
anything about the roadway – leave
as is
Widen Existing Roadway – Two
way roadway
One-way Option – Existing
pavement width is approximately 8
m from edge to edge. Utilize existing
northbound lane as parking lane
and provide for at least 4.0 m wide
driving lane (SB)

A2
B1

B2

One-way Option – widened with
addition of sidewalk or ped/bike trail
on west side along commercial
properties

C

Combination of Two-way and
One-way
Mountain Avenue would be one-way
until the on-ramp to the TransCanada Highway (with a section for
parking) and then two way south of
this location

Pros

 Provides Twoway Traffic

 Provides Twoway Traffic

 Adequate space
for traffic

 More formalized
parking

 Can utilize
existing
pavement and
ROW

 Provides space
for parking

 Provides
pedestrian
and/or bike
accommodation

 Allows for some
two-way traffic
movement

 The section
north of the
Trans Canada
ramp will be
one-way and
provide for onstreet parking

Cons

 No adequate area for on-street parking

 No existing pedestrian facilities

 No existing bike facilities

 Additional area for on-street parking

 Addition of sidewalk

 Driveways become right-in/right out only

 May contribute to short-cutting through
adjacent properties for those who want to
travel northbound

 Tourist traffic that will not exit onto on-ramp of
Highway #1 will have to use 17 Street (not
esthetically pleasing) and may cause
complaints from TeePee Town residents

 Road will need to be widened to
accommodate the extra width required

 See above for the rest of the list


 Confusing for the driver

 Will have to provide a permanent closure to
prevent northbound traffic from traveling
north of the Trans-Canada Highway Ramp

 Need to construct means for NB Mountain
Ave traffic to turn around at Trans-Canada
Highway Ramp

Railway Avenue Cross-Section Options (current ROW is approximately 20.1 m)
(note: Railway Avenue is assumed to run north-south)
Table 1: Potential Roadway Cross-section Options

Option
A

Status Quo

B

4-lane, undivided cross section

C1

C2

D1

D2

E1

E2

4-lane divided cross-section (with
median) and dedicated left-turn
bays
4-lane divided cross-section (with
median) and dedicated left-turn
bays with a service road parallel
to Railway Avenue
4-lane cross-section with two-way
left-turn lanes
4-lane cross-section with two-way
left-turn lanes and a service road
parallel to Railway Avenue
Road Diet: 2-lane cross-section
with two-way left-turn lanes and
outside bike lanes
Road Diet – 2 lane cross-section
with centre median and outside
bike lanes

Description
Do nothing – leave roadway cross-section as currently
exists
Widen roadway to four-lane cross section within available
ROW

Pavement
Width
Requirement
15.2 m
18.4 m

Widen roadway to a four-lane cross section with a physical
median in the center of the road to separate traffic

23.8 m

This is the same option as above except that there will be
a service road running parallel to Railway Avenue that will
provide additional access options for the land parcels

34.2 m

Widen roadway to four-lane cross section and build an
additional lane to provide for two-way left-turn lanes along
Railway Avenue
This is the same option as above except that there will be
a service road running parallel to Railway Avenue that will
provide additional access options for the land parcels

22.8 m

33.2 m

Widen roadway to provide for an additional lane for twoway left-turn lane along Railway Avenue.

15.4 m

Widen roadway and add centre median along length of
road

minimum 13.5
m

Railway Avenue Cross-Section Options Contd.

From Benchlands Trail to Main Street

Option

A

B

C1

C2

Table 2: Comparison of Potential Roadway Improvements
Description
Pros
Cons

 Provides Twoway Traffic

 Turning traffic will block the through traffic


Provides for
Status Quo – Do not change
(turning from the current through lanes) .
lanes
for
anything about the roadway – leave
vehicles to

 Does not accommodate bicycles as safely
as is (4 lane undivided)
queue when train
as road diet approach with wider bike
is stopped on
lanes
tracts

4-lane, undivided cross section


 See above

Widen road to 4 lane crosssection, median and dedicated
left-turn lanes
Consistent all-turns access
spacing


 Not considered because not enough ROW

4-lane divided cross-section (with
median) and dedicated left-turn
bays with a service road parallel
to Railway Avenue


 Not considered because not enough ROW

Railway Avenue Cross-Section Options Contd.

D1

4-lane cross-section with two-way
left-turn lanes

D2

4-lane cross-section with two-way
left-turn lanes and a service road
parallel to Railway Avenue

E1

E2


 Not considered because not enough RO


 Not considered because not enough RO

Road Diet: 2-lane cross-section
with two-way left-turn lanes and
outside bike lanes


 Provides for
better on-street
bicycle facilities

 Allows for
dedicated leftturn lane

 Allows for allturns access into
adjacent
properties


 Will not handle the future forecasted traffic
volumes at full-capacity

 No additional through lane for vehicles to
queue in when train is stopped

Road Diet – 2 lane cross-section
with centre median and outside
bike lanes


 Limits site
accesses to
right-in/right-out

 Allows for better
on-street bicycle
facilities


 Will only work if roundabouts at adjacent
intersections

D.A. Watt
Consulting

APPENDIX B:
Cross Section Drawings

Bow Valley Trail/Mountain Avenue/Railway Avenue
Functional Planning Study

D.A. Watt
Consulting

APPENDIX C:
Sample Roundabout Photos

Bow Valley Trail/Mountain Avenue/Railway Avenue
Functional Planning Study

Asheville, North Carolina:
before …

and after …

Portland, Oregon: (not all roundabouts are round)
before …

and after …

Okemos, Michigan:

Golden Colorado:

Vail, Colorado:

Orem, Utah:

Loveland, Colorado:

